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Presentation

When Covid + lockdown hit us

- Attempts at understanding the situation
- What is happening? Where, who, how?
- Individual attempts: documenting, exploring
- How does it relate to the genres and traditions of e-lit
- Critical e-lit reflections on platform culture and metainterfaces
- Are we living through a general change, a paradigm shift, in our relations to 

technology, media, sociality, society, humanity, the post-human, ecology?



How is the COVID-19 pandemic, resulting measures, and movement of cultural life 
online reflected in electronic literature and other digital narrative practices online? 
With this roundtable we propose an exploration and discussion of electronic 
literature during this time of COVID.

- Earlier online meeting
- Questionnaire
- Building a research collection in Elmcip Knowledge Base
- Future research
- Sharing experiences, knowledge and opinions at this roundtable!

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1KfF7QtINN6aejCOUV3qiGumyMgVzWd3ZjuNSXbTGoQk/viewform?edit_requested=true


Where are we now?

NY Times, July 16, 2020



Anna Nacher: Documenting efforts
Questions on documenting efforts:

- attempt at a broader understanding of creative responses to the pandemic;
- grasping the full spectrum of creative practices (professional and not);
- trying to pinpoint the otherwise elusive cultural moment























Scott Rettberg: Writing practices and genres
Covid-19 has obviously had significant effects on the circumstances under which 
we create, though compared to some forms of cultural practice, the actual 
conditions of making were not as radically affected. Orchestra musicians or live 
theatre actors for example needed to “pivot” in much more radical ways in order to 
keep developing their work, while e-lit authors often create “at-home” or via 
distanced collaborations. But other circumstances within our lives shifted 
dramatically, as teachers had to quickly adapt to remote teaching, parents had to 
adapt to home-schooling, people needed to care for loved ones, etc. And all of us 
had to adapt to what can only be described as a shift in priorities. 









Writing practices and genres
In many ways it is still too early to make generalizations about how COVID is 
impacting or helping to form particular genres of e-lit. But I would note some 
threads of practice in the first tranche of works we are seeing coming out the 
pandemic.

1. Generative
2. Performance
3. Parody
4. Collective (or perhaps the isolated collective) Narrative / Play
5. Mourning



Alex Saum, Room #3







Circumstances necessitate parody



Gastropoetics.menu



Netprov / collective play / co-presence



Mourning



Aviasian, Morrissey, Jeffrey, The Tenders (ELO 2020 AR Performance)



Søren Pold: Covid19 Platform Culture 
E-lit from hypertext utopia to 
failed twitter-revolutions

A Dictionary of the Revolution 
as anti-twitter hypertext

● Multivocal, social, 
anonymous (vs 
individualized, profiled)

● Political writing reflecting on 
the conditions, power 
relations, media and 
language of the political 
revolutions

Amira Hanafi: A Dictionary of the Revolution



From “connecting people” to social distancing
Memes (remaking classical paintings 
of being alone)

Collaborative literature, e.g. netprovs 
like Fantasy Spoils

Room #3 

● video poem on how we become 
‘zoombies’

Alex Saum: Room #3



The Discourse of Power
Sarah Cooper’s Trump imitations

Mark Sample: The Infinite Catalog of Crushed Dreams

Tega Brain, Sam Lavigne & Johanna Hedvas: Get Well Soon

Jonas Eika: Cut-up poems on the Danish PM’s press meetings



Jonas Eika: Cut-up poems on the Danish PM’s press meetings

”Vi er et samfund
Vi skal hele tiden følge et ukendt 
terræn
 Foran smitten og før sygdommen
I alt 285 holder i fælleskab hånden 
under spørgsmålet
De bliver ved med at stige
De holder afstand
Alle Folketingets partier står bag”

"We are a community
We must constantly follow an unknown 
terrain
Before the infection and before the 
disease
A total of 285 jointly hold hands during 
the question
They keep rising
They keep their distance
All parliamentary parties are behind us 
”



Homely rebellion
Finding new ways of being social from home

Home without xenophobia and exclusion

Safety without gates and guards

#BlackLivesMatters

The Marino Family: Coronation - a Webcomic



● Surveillance Capitalism and the interface industry 
at home?

● Zoom + Facebook + covid19 tracing apps 
criticism

● Unsustainability of streaming
● Social media’s individualized sociality
● The loss of the material, embodied, haptic…
● New literary and narrative schemes? New 

narrators, ways of writing and reading?
 



Questions and discussion for the round table
- Attempts at understanding the situation
- What is happening? Where, who, how?
- Individual attempts: documenting, exploring
- How does it relate to the genres and traditions of e-lit
- Critical e-lit reflections on platform culture and metainterfaces
- Are we living through a general change, a paradigm shift, in our relations to 

technology, media, sociality, society, humanity, the post-human, ecology?





Some observations from questionnaire and meeting
- Anxiety, loss of creativity and concentration
- Simplifying, limiting media + the limits of media
- Emotional labour in families and with students, community work
- Collaborative/social writing as a collective way of making sense
- Problems with site specific + locative work
- Confinement + control as themes now shines in a new light 
- United by repression and isolation
- The importance of silence + being together
- Connecting the body vs. being tracked and infected by Covid apps
- The material reality + new ways of transcending it through networked experiences
- Covid crept into the work
- Black Lives Matter!
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